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A crimson fish wrestles a man. They will be the visions of the Irezumi, the legendary tattoo
artists, who spend years creating living masterpieces. Photographer Sandi Fellman describes this
strange and violent world both in her text message and in her spectacular, large Polaroid
photographs. A horned demon stares menacingly. These vivid moments are tattoos, created in
pain, incised in the flesh of the Yakuza, Japan's feared secret culture of gangsters.
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Misinformed, horrible quality, grossly padded. This book is laughably bad.. Not worth buying this
thing at almost all. They are fuzzy and unclear. Furthermore you should have these giant
webpages just of an individual image (in horrible quality) and on the other side a stark white web
page with maybe two sentences of text taking up not 1/16 of the web page and rest heading
unused.. Save your valuable money, there are FAR better options on the market. In a really very
good condition!. Many retailers on the Amazon JP website as well will ship to the united states
and you could get official magazines greater than this book for the same price. I honestly think
somebody just rounded up some individuals, took some images on their phone, and then looked
at the wikipedia web page and wrote a reserve.." so they don't really even know what they are
actually discussing in this publication. There exists a passage in this book that states "it could
symbolize. I am sincerely upset I spent ANYTHING upon this. I honestly have to question how
this got published at all. This is simply not even worth the used book price. That is beyond
padding.the publications have better quality and better information than this.. Great Photos,
Weak Text For those who have no knowledge with horimono, this reserve gives some excellent
images focusing mostly on the works of three masters (only 1, Horiyoshi III Sensei of Yokohama
still actively tattoos). Increase that an introduction that's nearly unexplainably ludicrous (by an
author without bio!short descriptions about the meaning of the Japanese tattoos, and artist. The
captions tend to be naive, bordering at times on offensive. The writer at best over-exotifies and
at worse verges on ridiculing a few of her topics, and appears to know hardly any about the
tradition, background, and mores of Japanese society and horimono. The publication will
probably be worth buying for the pictures alone. The Japanese Tattoo This is a visually
stimulating book - for both casual observer, who will oftimes be horrified at some of the work,
and for the Tattoo Collector - who will be inspired to new heights by the glorious array of
Classical Japanese Artworks presented herein. I'd provide it 5 stars if it had been just the
photos.Read Takahiro Kitamura's books in addition to Donald Richie's for better info. Even
though they aren't body worthy, they perform help for research purposes. Google images and
history for 5 mind and you will learn more. It looks like the publication is filled with pictures
from Google inflated to way beyond their resolution features. It's like browsing photos from
Google..! I can't tell how many moments I've said "wind bars. Four Stars These are very
great..she's only included an extremely typical Japanese style which gets old following the first
few web pages. Save your valuable money.?.. You don't need to spend money for seeing photos
for ideas... Extremely interesting artwork. The photos are large and varied. Not worthwhile.
Dragons, samurai, koi, pubic hair, bouquets, penises, ISO-bars, wind pubs, foreskin, finger waves,
etc. That is a great purchase! Gave as a gift, and they loved it! I just want to say thanks, We was a
bit skeptical about how would be the condition of the reserve, and when I opened it was like a
brand New! I collect Japanese tattoo publications (Tribal Tattoo is my favorite publication, and I
recommend their magazines) and Japanese tattoo photobooks. this is a present for a friend who
is a tattoo artist in Mexico and he wants something about Japanese tattoos, I really believe he
will end up being very happy to see this book. So once again Thanks a lot I am very happy with
this purchase! Five Stars Awesome book in great used condition..) and you have a book that's
great to check out, just not to read. Printed on heavy share with gorgeous color separation, this
is truly an important reference of japan repertoire. I enjoyed reading about the Japanese culture
of Tattooing....like these in this picture" or "they are peony flowers and they are lotus" or
"understand this little hairy penis". I'm all for white pages in image books, but this is each and
every page.And I want it were the images alone...well worth your buckaroo's. Firstly, trust me on
the testimonials about the quality of the photos. Simply my 2 ¢ Great research! I very own a



tattoo studio, and I've used this book countless times to describe elements of Japanese tattoos to
my customers.another winner for the collector.We uploaded two photos to accompany this
review so you can see why about the poor picture quality and the severe padding within this
book. Perfect for a newbie in Japanese work.! Not helpful beyond basic reference Lacks any
narrative beyond simple descriptions. Limited pictures. Japanese tattoos Suits my particular
interests and they loved it!(4 stars since I have to cover all the penises with my thumb when We
show it to much less mature clients ::giggle::) Like new! It is also not a good range of different
Japanese styles.
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